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Burly Clubman Bars
Burly Clubman style bars are shaped specifiy to 
transform your Sportster into a corner eating 
Café Racer. Drilled and slotted for internal wir-
ing with capped ends to make it easy on you. 
Available in black or chrome and may require 
shorter cables and brake lines.
690202 Clubman bar, black
690203 Clubman bar chrome

690202

690203

10170

693717

Chubby 9.5” Springer‚ Apes
The custom solution for those who want apes, 
but don’t want them too tall. Fluid bends put 
your hands and wrist in the ultimate position 
for comfort and control. They work with the 
stock risers, cables, brake line and wiring on all 
FLSTS and FXSTS models.

Chrome
10170 Width 36.5”, end rise 9.5”, center 

10.5”, pullback 11.0”, TÜV

Black
693717 Width 36.5”, end rise 9.5”, center 

10.5”, pullback 11.0”

693705

10169

Chubby Dragster Bar for Springer 
Mounts on the stock Springer risers. Center sec-
tion between risers is 1 1/4” diameter to match 
the bars. Goes great on FXSTS 97-13. See new 
Wild 1 Chubby Billet Pullback Springer Risers 
for a custom set up.

Chrome
10169 30.5” wide, 6.0” pullback, TÜV

Black
693705 30.5” wide, 6.0” pullback.
 

10012

693711

Chubby Springer, Dresser Bars
A spectacular look on the Springer Heritage. 
The ultimate combination of comfort, control 
and styling.  Fluid bends that provide great 
hand and wrist placement for optimum rid-
ing position. They work with the stock risers, 
cables, brake line and wiring on all FLSTS and 
FXSTS models.

Chrome
10012 Width 34.5”, end rise 4.5”, center 

12.0”, pullback 12.5”, TÜV

Black
693711 Width 34.5”, end rise 4.5”, center 

12.0”, pullback 12.5”

Chubby Springer Beach Bar
One of a kind custom bars specifiy for Springer 
Softail models. Work with stock risers on all 
FLSTS and FXSTS models, early to present. 
Awesome look and fit on Heritage Springer 
(FLSTS) and custom bikes with Springer front 
end. Fluid bends with optimum hand and wrist 
placement for exceptional leverage, comfort 
and control.

Chrome
640190 Width 36.5”, end rise 3.5”, center 11”, 

pullback 14.75”

Black
693724 Width 36.5”, end rise 3.5”, center 11”, 

pullback 14.75”

693724

640190

Chubby Springer Knuckle Bars
Super low and wide for a great custom look. 
Work with the stock Springer risers on both 
FXSTS‚ & FLSTS‚ models, early through present. 
They work with the stock cables, brake line 
and wiring.

Chrome
19195 Width 36.5”, end rise 2.0”, center 

10.5”, pullback 8.5”, TÜV

Black
693707 Width 36.5”, end rise 2.0”, center 

10.5”, pullback 8.5”

19195

693707

Chubby Springer Pullback Drag 
Bars
The first ever one-piece pullback drag bar that 
mounts directly to the Original Equipment 
Springer Softail front end on models from late 
88-13 for a more sensational custom look! The 
6” pullback risers are 4 3/4” on center and 
feature integrated mounting assembly with 
built in vibration dampers. They provide the 
optimum rider hand and wrist positioning for 
maximum comfort and control. Made 1 1/4” 
thick with smooth polished riser welds, a bril-
liant show chrome finish and pre-drilled for 
internal wiring. Will work with the stock and 
most custom controls, brake line and wiring.

Chrome
693570 Width 30.5”, end rise 4.5”, pullback 

11”

693570

Chubby R.G. Bars
Custom built for the Road Glide‚ with 2.0” 
more pullback than stock bars. Sensational 
looking bars designed for maximum comfort 
and enhanced control. Also a great fit on FLHR‚ 
FLSTF‚ FLSTC‚ models for riders that want a nar-
row bar with more pullback. Work with stock 
risers, cables, brake line and wiring.

Chrome
19196 Width 31.0”, end rise 8.5”, center 

10.0”, pullback 14.5”, TÜV

Chubby Beach Bar
The classic look of the beach bars presented by 
Wild 1 fits great on FLSTC, FLSTF, FLHR/C and 
cus-tom bikes. Optimum hand and wrist place-
ment provide maximum leverage, comfort and 
control. On the FLSTC and FLSTF models, they 
work with stock risers, stock top clamp, stock 
controls, stock cables, and stock brake line.

Chrome
640191 Width 36.5”, end rise 3.5”, center 10”, 

pullback 15.25”

Black
693725 Width 36.5”, end rise 3.5”, center 10”, 

pullback 15.25”
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